Bedside evaluation of smooth pursuit eye movements in acute sensory stroke patients.
Unilateral saccadic pursuit is reported to be suggestive of a pontine lesion in sensory stroke patients. We attempted to verify this eye sign in just-hospitalized pontine sensory stroke patients. Horizontal smooth pursuit eye movements were evaluated upon hospital arrival in 4 pontine sensory stroke patients and were compared with those in 6 thalamic sensory stroke patients. Eye movements were evaluated with the patient lying down on the emergency room or stroke care unit bed by means of a newly developed video-oculography-based eye movement recording system equipped to project a moving laser pointer onto the ceiling. Laterality of horizontal smooth pursuit gain in pontine sensory stroke patients was evident upon arrival; in thalamic sensory stroke patients, horizontal smooth pursuit gain was equal in both directions. These characteristics were easily detected at bedside. Unilateral saccadic pursuit in pontine sensory stroke patients may be a practical diagnostic sign that can be detected even in the emergency room. The video-oculography-based recording system equipped to project a moving laser pointer onto the ceiling may be useful for detecting this eye sign.